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Do you love wildlife and the outdoors?
Are you willing to spend most of your day
helping and caring for wild animals that
may be sick or injured? Are you patient
and compassionate? If you answered yes,
then a job as a wildlife rescue and
rehabilitation worker may be right for you.
Explore the job duties, career specialties,
educational requirements and job outlook
in this growing field.
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Animal Rescue Wildlife Jobs, Employment Feb 1, 2017 There are a variety of animal rescue and welfare career
paths. Animal Control Officer Completion of formal internships may also be of particular value, especially wildlife
rehabilitation and animal behavior internship Wildlife Rescue Jobs, Employment Want to work at the busiest wildlife
rescue centre in Canada?Check our current job listings here. These are the current positions available: Volunteer
Co-ordinator Registered Veterinary Technician Wildlife Rehabilitation Internships Rescue Get Involved Rescue
Found an Animal? Rescue Learn about Wildlife Wildlife Rescue Rehabilitation Jobs, Employment A wildlife
rehabilitator helps injured or orphaned animals recover so they can get back out into When an animal is admitted for
rehabilitation it is usually because of human-related Wildlife Rehabilitator Job Description . Job Listings - Global
Federation of Animal Sanctuaries Agency: Wildlife Rescue & Rehabilitation, Inc. Location: Kendalia, TX Job
Wildlife Rescue is located on 212 acres in beautiful Texas Hill Country, near Austin and a career in veterinary medicine
and have some previous experience in wildlife The VTA will also be required to complete rehabilitation and animal
care Wildlife Protection Careers - MSPCA-Angell Education and Resources for Wildlife Conservation Worldwide.
Search for: Donate Now Animal Placement listings are a service provided by IWRC for our members and the
rehabilitation and education communities. The responsibility for the Wildlife Rehabilitator Careers: Salary Info &
Job Description Feb 5, 2017 The primary duty of a wildlife rehabilitator is to examine injured wildlife not in it for the
money they find the job itself to be particularly rewarding. Wildlife rehabilitation is one of the more recently
established animal career Wildlife Rehabilitator: Job Duties, Salary and Outlook - Jobs 1 - 10 of 59 59 Wildlife
Rehabilitation Center Jobs available on . one search. all jobs. Sonoma County Wildlife Rescue - Petaluma, CA
Localwise - 21 days ago - save job - more View all Sonoma One (1) year experience in a zoo or clinic involved in the
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care and rehabilitation of animals and wildlife. Job Opportunities Wildlife Rescue Association of BC Wildlife
rehabilitation is a career to consider if you enjoy working with wild animals of any type. Though these jobs are
sometimes voluntary, wildlife rehabilitators Wildlife Rehabilitation Jobs, Employment The following is a list of
wildlife rehabilitation internships to consider. . Interns will be exposed to all aspects of the job including rescues and
releases, Wildlife Rehabilitation Internship Opportunities - Animal Behavior A wildlife rehabilitator might also
work at an animal rehab center to provide daily In the vet technician field, job growth is expected to be 19% overall, a
rate Careers - Wildlife Rescue & Rehabilitation, Inc. Jobs 1 - 10 of 107 107 Wildlife Rehabilitation Jobs available on
. one search. all jobs. Centura Health - 9 hours ago - save job - more. Rescue & Rehabilitation (WRR) receives over
7,000 wild animals per year for rehabilitation. Wildlife Rehabilitation Jobs Animal Rehabilitators - Job Monkey
Wildlife Rehabilitation as a Career. Whether you want to work with large or small animals, becoming a wildlife
rehabilitator is a very hands-on, rewarding career What does a Wildlife Rehabilitator do? - Sokanu Wildlife Rescue
and Rehabilitation Worker (Careers with Animals) by Bjorklund, Ruth (2014) Paperback [Ruth Bjorklund] on . *FREE*
shipping on Wildlife Rehabilitation Jobs: Salary and Career Facts - Position: Wildlife Rehabilitator Opportunities:
Zoos, aquariums, wildlife refuges, public or private wildlife rehabilitation centers Job Description: Animal welfare
advocates include lobbyists and lawyers who work to create or better laws that Education Requirements - National
Wildlife Rehabilitators Association GFAS does not guarantee it will be able to post all job offerings submitted, nor
Avian/Animal Caregiver Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilitation, Kendalia, Texas Wildlife Rehabilitator - Career Profile
- The Balance Careers in wildlife rehabilitation can vary in job responsibilities, but Wildlife rehabilitators usually focus
on the rescue of one type of animal or species, such as Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilitation Worker (Careers with
Animals Established in 1977, Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilitation rescues from five to seven thousand wild animals per
year for rehabilitation and release as well as Job Postings and Animal Placement IWRC Jobs 1 - 10 of 52 52 Animal
Rescue Wildlife Jobs available on . one search. The Emergency Rescue Field Officer provides rescue field services for
sick/injured animals, both Waldens Puddle Wildlife Rehabilitation and Educat. Wildlife Rescue & Rehabilitation, Inc.
Our Mission: To rescue, rehabilitate, and release native wildlife and to provide sanctuary, individualized care, and a
voice for other animals in need. Wildlife Rehabilitation Jobs: Options and Requirements - Jobs 1 - 10 of 74 74
Wildlife Rescue Jobs available on . one search. all jobs. EMCOT/_TSP holds a Class 3 Wildlife Permit and a Gopher
Tortoise Rehabilitation Sub-Permit. The County of Santa Clara - 30+ days ago - save job - more. But will occasionally
include domestic animals that would benefit from. Becoming Involved Can I Keep the Wild Animal? National
Wildlife Rehabilitator Association members that offer jobs, Our intent is to provide a service by listing opportunities for
those interested in a wildlife rehabilitation career or related fields, most current job opportunity information in the
wildlife rehabilitations field. Careers in Wildlife Rehabilitation - Animal Behavior Institute Feb 5, 2017 Learn
about the job of wildlife veterinarians, their training, duties, career The typical routine for a wildlife vet may include
sedating animals for research facilities or labs, wildlife rehabilitation centers, zoological parks, Types of Jobs National Wildlife Rehabilitators Association Wildlife rehabilitation jobs usually are found in areas with high human
By law US wildlife rehabilitators cannot charge a fee for animals brought to There is no typical job description that
defines what is expected of a wildlife rehabilitator. Animal Sanctuary Jobs, Employment Discover the exciting
careers in Wildlife Rehabilitation that professionals with an with veterinarians that provide services to wildlife clinics or
rescue organizations. login to access additional career information and searchable job postings. Animal Rescue Career
Options - The Balance Jobs 1 - 10 of 86 86 Animal Sanctuary Jobs available on . one search. all jobs. Easily apply.
Sponsored - 8 hours ago - save job. Vet Tech PRN. Ecological . Wildlife Rescue & Rehabilitation, Inc. - San Antonio,
TX 78212 Wildlife Rehabilitation Center Jobs, Employment If you respect and admire wild animals, wildlife
rehabilitation might just be the calling for you. There is much more to the job than just a love for wildlife. Veterinary
Technician Apprentice (VTA): Texas Department of Wildlife rehabilitators usually work for rescue and
rehabilitation centers helping Faster-than-average job growth for non-farm animal care workers (15% from How to
Become a Wildlife Rehabilitator PAWS Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilitation: Animal Caretaker Wildlife Rescue
and Rehabilitation: Animal Caretaker Apprenticeship Program: Texas and Rehabilitation (WRR) Location: Kendalia
TX 78027 Job Category and developing basic skills required when pursuing a career in these fields.
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